
Vendor Information Management
One platform, limitless opportunities
Trust Exchange's Vendor Information Management 
platform enables organizations of all sizes to share 
information and coordinate action among suppliers, 
third parties, and partner ecosystems. The platform is 
easy to use, as well as configurable and connectable 
to fit unique business ecosystem needs and 
information flows. 

With Trust Exchange, organizations can streamline 
and automate information gathering, monitoring, 
and reporting and cut through red tape by making 
requirements and information accessible to all 
stake-holders. The result: organizations accelerate 
business growth, exchange information securely and 
easily at scale, and support a culture of connectivity.

Trust Exchange Provides Total Business Information Lifecycle Visibility and Actionability

Connect & Collect  

Research prospective partners, clients, or 
contractors

• Search for profiles and view public
data on profile timelines, including
capabilities and certifications

Deliver, broadcast, and apply business 
requirements

• Broadcast information and require-
ments universally or selectively with
subsets of users

• Apply policies as checklists to monitor
data or project status, and policy
compliance

Collaborate & Share

Create groups to share information and 
documents — rapidly and accurately

• Easy to manage dashboards at all
marketplace levels

• Configure policy alerts and time based
triggers that keep data current and 
actionable

Monitor & Manage

Generate reports and receive alerts 
automatically  

• Access, assess, and utilize trustworthy,
actionable business information

Manage ongoing access to confidential 
documents from document owners

• Allow profile owners to submit infor-
mation including attached documents
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Ensuring Compliance in the face of rapidly changing 
regulations & software complexity.

Only through built-in compliance can enterprises put an end to high compliance costs and risks.

Companies and organizations are being overrun by the need to 
satisfy compliance requirements. According to the Competitive 
Enterprise Institute, large firms are now reporting the average cost 
to maintain compliance can total up to $10,000 per employee. And 
overall, when comparing compliance spending to pre-financial 
crisis levels, Deloitte estimates banks’ costs have increased by 
more than 60%. Adding to the challenge, identifying, tracking, and 
mitigating compliance risk increases exponentially across vendors, 
suppliers, and other third-party relationships.

Whether compliance requirements are around diversity, safety, or 
any number of emerging areas, companies and organizations 
simply can’t keep up. Asking employees to track these fast-
changing requirements is practically impossible. Hiring outside 
consultants is prohibitively expensive.

Create your unique connected partner ecosystem. Stoke your growth.

About Trust Exchange
Trust Exchange builds powerful digital information gateways that allow for 
the trusted exchange and verification of mission-critical information with 
partners, suppliers and third parties.

www.trustexchange.com

Contact Us

info@trustexchange.com  |  888 777 8434 

24 Veterans Square, Media, PA 19063

701 Brazos Street, Suite 500, Austin, TX, 78701

Trust Exchange delivers a low-code digital information platform 
that collects mission-critical rules, regulations, and requirements 
and closely monitors this information for changes and updates in 
real-time for the Compliance of Anything. 

Even as regulations change, Trust Exchange helps organizations 
keep pace. Quickly and easily configured dashboards and sharing 
groups are part of the out-of-the-box solution, providing a single 
compliance on-ramp for approved stakeholders. As a cloud-native 
solution, Trust Exchange leverages the operational security 
policies built into our host platforms for all connected organizations. 
Trust Exchange resides on multiple cloud infrastructures, granting 
industry compliance certifications that extend to the information 
marketplace each infrastructure provide. 
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